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CELEBRATION OF THE MAYAN NEW YEAR MAY 2020

3 AHAU
“THE NEW FIRE OF GAIA:
The Renaissance of the New Earth”
From July 23 to 27 in PUNA, Big Island, Hawai'i.
Convened by the Venerable Grandmother NAH KIN.
As of the winter solstice of 2012, the supreme galactic energy has been introducing on Earth
the new vibrational that allow humanity and the planet itself to enter an accelerated process of
evolution and ascension. This transformative phenomenon was pointed out by the Cosmic Maya of
antiquity and is perfectly embodied in the Revolutionary Sacred Mayan Calendar.
In 2020, the sacred code that brings Glyph Maya 3 AHAU will be activated. This code is
explained as follows: 3 means movement, rhythm, synergy, which allows us to reach the vibrational
frequency of our light being; AHAU is Enlightenment, which corresponds to an inner work to unify our
Being with the vibrational frequency of our Spiritual Essence, in order to radiate it from our peace and
creativity, with pure and clear consciousness.
Therefore, the arrival of 3 AHAU energy on Earth means the generation of a powerful
evolutionary impulse that will allow people to experience their daily lives as a holy space where their
spiritual power is anchored; with total clarity, to establish a new way of being and living.
The year 2020 expresses a numerical code of extraordinary value, since it is the conjugation of
20:20, where 20 symbolizes in the Mayan accounts a complete cycle, which now closes; but by forming
"2020" it means an evolutionary quantum leap, where an unusual ascensional process is reached,
never before experienced. Therefore, it represents an evolutionary leap, where discord and separation
from the past cycle have ended and now a rebirth is achieved on a higher and divine scale. It marks the
beginning of the UNIFYING FORCE OF THE HEART, where humanity experiences itself as one being,
creating the reality that harmonizes everyone, respecting differences and diverse approaches; but
having a SUPRAGOAL, what is unity, harmony and peace, which can only come through reconciliation
as beings that make up a single humanity.
I have felt from my inner world how Hawai’i, and particularly its waters, become the planetary
epicenter of the resurgence of a new vibration for Planet Earth. It is the synchronic convergence of the
souls that at that moment we are present that are going to be co-participants of a planetary irradiation
whose epicenter is in Hawai’i.
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Hawaii 2020 is a Sacred Prophecy that is fulfilled at the perfect time, in the right place and
through the human consciences that are ready to perform the GAIA ASCENSION. The Earth has
completed its evolutionary process and now it is up to the "vibrational leap", which is a rebirth in a
"New Fire" cycle.
Grandfather Roy Littlesun, who was spiritually
formed within Hopi wisdom, had this vision that
graphed in an image (right), where an arrow that is
launched from the Mayan territory carries the Quetzal
consciousness of pure love, reconciliation and
integration towards Hawa’ii , to generate a powerful
process of creation through the unity of the heart that
activates the establishment of the enlightened
consciousness of humanity. This arrow falls in Hawai’i
because this sacred land is destined to activate the light
field that will allow Gaia to fulfill its mission at this
precise time. At the same time, the Avataric Master Lwx
Votán Quetzal, representative of Luminosity, has had a similar vision where the “Multiversal Planetary
Khrystosphere” is created where the Quetzal-Emerald Portal of Edenity, Redemption Frequency
13:23:07.
For all the above, the Mayan New Year 3 AHAU will be the perfect moment where the Quetzal
consciousness of the heart will bloom again on Earth as a Supreme Consciousness of Spiritual Unity,
where humanity recovers the synchronicity between each one of us, and synchronicity with the entire
universe, becoming citizens of the world with planetary consciences: Citizens of the Biosphere.
Hawaii has developed within it a pure spirit where the philosopher's stone of the supreme
spirit that honors Divine Earth, which honors the universe, has remained, and from that pure spirit
will be the axis that drives planetary evolution in this New Time.
With love and gratitude:
VENERABLE GRANDMOTHER NAH KIN

ITINERARY IN HAWAI’I
Next, we share the itinerary that the Venerable Grandmother Nah Kin and the light
collaborators working with her have designed, in accordance with the divine inspiration of the
Venerable.
For the Venerable Grandmother Nah Kin, the meeting she has had in recent times with Aerin
Alexander, heiress of the Great Nahual Don Carlos Castañeda, and Miles Reid, her husband with whom
she founded the “Energy Life Sciences Institute” (Center for Integrative Health and the Being Energy
Methodology). This meeting told her about the total convergence of the light channels that are moving
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this powerful work, because they have an energy center in Hawaii, which they will offer as a meeting
point during the days of formation and spiritual preparation of the UAYEB, prior to the Great Ceremony
of July 26.
The Aerin and Miles space is located near the PUNA Forest Reserve, a virgin space that protects
the ancestral essence of Hawai’i's sacred territory; it is the holy land that we come to activate thanks to
the agreement of the heart that has been agreed in the highest dimensions of light, awakening the
planetary consciousness at this moment of the quantum leap: 2020, which definitely leads us to the
platform where we live in the New Time.
The District of Puna is a place protected spiritually, away from ordinary tourists. The ancestral
stories of this territory say that Puna is the place where Goddess Péle, Goddess of the Volcanoes,
works; there, she continuously creates and recreates the earth, reactivating its vital power so that it
remains pure.
This passage aroused the consciousness of the Venerable Grandmother Nah Kin, who felt that
we are just going to work with Goddess Péle: the volcanic energy of Planet Earth, which is particularly
activated creatively in this holy place. From here, the harmonic order of Gaia will be restored, and the
earth will resurface with all its purity, beauty and light to vibrate in its purest dimension.
Therefore, we will all arrive on the island of “Big Island”, Hawai’i, on the 22nd, using Hilo
Airport, and from there we will go to the corresponding lodgings near the Puna District, to spend the
three days prior to the grand ceremony doing work at the Aerin and Miles Center (July 23, 24 and 25).
A supreme ceremony will be held on July 26 in the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, at the foot of the
Kīlauea volcano. In this wonderful natural setting forged by the power of the volcanoes, the emerald
crystalline heart of the Quetzal will take shape, strength and creative energy. The Quetzal will be the
bird that brings the renewal message that we are ONE IN THE SPIRIT. These days will be a wonderful
meeting of hearts, with the Golden Emerald, which will make the Quetzal the living virtue of purehearted beings. On July 27 we will schedule a tourist tour of the sacred places and natural beauty
spaces of Big Island. And with this beautiful activity, we seal the 5 official days of work.

OPTIONAL: Each person, according to their interests, financial resources and time availability, may
occupy the following days after the event at their best convenience. We suggest organizing on a
personal level, as a couple or in small groups according to your internal organization, to decide your
subsequent private itineraries.
Venerable Grandmother Nah Kin shares where she has felt, just as a suggestion for those who feel close
to the place or who want to continue near the Venerable: on the 28th there will be an internal trip from
Hilo, on Big Island, to the airport Lihue, Kauai. He will spend four nights there, leaving back to Mexico
on August 1st. There is no extra cost because these are free days of shared rest, without forced
itineraries.
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:: PROGRAM
JULY 22: ARRIVAL AT HILO AIRPORT during the
day, transfers and check-in.
JULY 23, 24 and 25: UAYEB RETREAT.
Teachings, Meditations and Spiritual Practices
guided by the Venerable Grandmother Nah Kin
and other guest Masters.
- Vegan lunch included.
JULY 26: CEREMONY IN THE KILAHUEA.
Great Ceremony of the MAYAN NEW YEAR 3
AHAU of the NEW FIRE OF GAIA for the rebirth
of the Divine Earth through the igneous energy
of the Goddess Péle.

JULY 27: TOURIST-SPIRITUAL VISIT THROUGH
THE ISLAND OF HAWAI’I.
We will visit sacred and powerful places in the
area, including a lava river, waterfalls and
Hawaiian gardens.
JULY 28: END OF THE EVENT.
From this day on, attendees can decide
whether to return to their homes or take
personal tours throughout the various islands
of Hawaii.

:: COST PER PERSON: $780
IT INCLUDES:
* Medallion and Commemorative T-shirt.
* Logistics, Coordination and Tourist Guide.
* Half day meal for 3 days.
* Transportation on July 22, 26 and 27.
* Manual, Teachings, Meditations, Activations,
Healing Circles, Spiritual Practices and Great
Ceremony.

USD

DOES NOT INCLUDE:
* Translation to English ($70 USD Extra cost).
* Airplane ticket.
* Lodging.
* Food not included.
* Tickets to tourist areas.
* Transportations on July 23, 24 and 25.

IMPORTANT: Although the lodging and some transfers are not included in the cost, they will be
coordinated by our staff. Therefore, it is important that participants contact the Respectful
Grandmother Akbal Mek (Loly Guerrero) once they have their tickets purchased. Cell and WhatsApp:
+521 999 250 3012. GROUP LEADERS: contact WhatsApp: +521 999 250 3012 or email
lollyuc2010@gmail.com to find out more details about the GROUP REGISTRATION.

RESERVATION FOR FOREIGNERS: send a scanned copy of your plane ticket to emails:
lollyuc2010@gmail.com and kinichahau2013@gmail.com. 100% of the cost of the event will be
paid on the day of the start of the event.

